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Big Pep Rally
Tomorrow
In New Gym
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BIRD HOMECOMING
TARTS TOMORROW;
UNCHEON SATURDAY

As Maine Students Pepped Up learn To Victory
.1)

ink:testing Program Planned
Includes 'M' Club, Rally,
Grid

No. 7

MAINE TAKES SERIES LEAD
BY 18-7 DEFEAT OF COLBY
Flashy Last Period Comeback Gives
Pale Blue at Least Tie for First.
Littlehale and Butler Score

Game, and Dance

jr the third annual Alumni
incoming at the University of Maine
November
fti starts Friday evening,
5:1h a big athletic rally and concludes
atarday evening with several fraternity
banquets and dances, have been
completed.
i;•Acrnor Louis J. Brann. graduate of
itiiersity of Maine in the class of
has indicated his intention to attend
Alumni-Faculty luncheon and the
t'a:1 game if he can possibly do so.
r c rally, Friday at 6:30, in the new
i—a,ions, is to be the biggest of the
and is patterned after the rallies
• ..c.tral years ago. Philip A. Jones '19
licugur. freshman football coach, is
de and an invitation has been sent
•
-ph A. McCusker '17 of Braintree,
author of the Band Song and one
most noted song and cheer
•,:,!, t•-,, to be present at this meeting and
•:•: in those phases of the program.
stunts have been planned and
t: iind will be present to make the oca lively one. The varsity football
to attend as a body and there will
•cral three minutes speeches from
•••1.1t,its and alumni. The event is limited
hour.
., \sing the rally, there will be the
get-together of "M" men, both
.:....7- 4,raduates and alumni. At the con% i the business and speaking prorefreshments will be served. Horook '10, of Auburn, president of
te - NV Club, will preside and "Ted"
tirti, faculty manager of athletics at
ii, ersity, together with other local
it..en, are making arrangements for
• tient.
TR concluding number for Friday's
1 1",::7dIll is ill be the Senior Skull dance
Hall. This event has been
ic most successful dances each
t two years.
*iturday is to visiting day for alumni.
t.r:ans have been extended for them
t any classes which they would like
.:•:e•al and to call in on their old

I

MASQUE OPENS YEART
WITH PRODUCTION OF
,COUNSELLOR AT LAW

By Robert Berg

Sports liditor
A powerful Black Bear football machine that refused to accept defeat rose
to great heights in the final period of a
dramatic struggle with the Colby Mules
tO I:0111C from behind and relentlessly
drive
through time homc team to crash over a
brace of touchdowns and tuck away an
Ted Wood, Agnes Crowley 18-7 victory at Waterville last Saturday
Courtesy Donald Stezeart '35 and flozee Studios, In,
Give Good Performances as it won its eighth consecutive state
Scenes taken at the two football rallies. Upper left: Coach Brice addressing students
series game and assumed a clear lead for
as
On Opening Night
the 1933 l'ine Tree gridiron crown.
left for Bates. Upper center: View of the crowd in front of the Book Store. Lower left the team
and
right:
View of the crowd and bonfire before the team went to Colby.
The enthusiastic, howling, collegiate
The Maine Masque opened the current
crowd which filled Seavern Field to caseason last night in its new playhouse,
pacity saw the Brice-coached team play a
the Little Theatre, by presenting to an
listless brand of football in the first half,
interested audience Counsellor-at-Law, a
only to wake up out of an unaccountable
three-act comedy dealing with contemlethargy and thrill the gathering with as
porary life in New York City.
colorful an offense as has been witnessed
The play was nxxlern in every sense in years.
and was. from all appearances, well reIt was the midget Maine signal barker,
ceived by those who attended it. It picTed Butler, who outsmarted the Colby
Secondaries To Be Held
tured individuals of many types as they
Mules with his selection of plays and
are engaged in their daily work. A teleAgain by Three Classes
dashing speed, which forced the Waterphone operator, a private secretary, a
Next Tuesday Night
ville outfit to bow down to defeat. And
communist, paupers, aristocrats, and many
Realizing the need of more recognition had been carried out.
it was Butler who tallied the touchdown
other types of characters were representFinal elections in all four classes of the of the work of the University of Maine
At that rally, each member ul the team
that put the Black Bears ahead and thenUniversity, scheduled originally for Tues- football team, the Senior Skull Society was set up with cheers, and then a parade ed and all were interpreted with convic- scored another to assure Maine of a win.
tion.
The
plot
of the drama was interestday of this week have been cancelled by at a meeting three weeks ago decided to followed the bus to time waiting station.
Milton MacBride, flashy left halfback,
ing even though rather commonplace. but
order of the Student Senate, because the hold two rally send-offs for the team.
where the "Stein Song" was sung lustily
once again proved to be Coach "Foxy"
the
intrinsic
character
studies
made
the 13rice's most
The first of these rallies was held at as the bus sped off between the
secondary notninations in all four classes
consistent ground gainer,
sections play successful in the eyes of the
audience. while that
were judged illegal. The final elections noon on the day before Maine beat Bates of the band for Lewiston.
rip-snorting fullback, Bob LitIt
will
be
repeated
again
tonight,
and
the
will be held two weeks from last Tusday 12-7. Approximately 600 students gathA bonfire on the parking space west
tlehale, hammered away at the home
advance sale of tickets indicate a large
in Alunmi Hall, under the supervision of ered at the Book Store
cheer the team of the Memorial Gymnasium Armory
team's frontier for much needed yardage,
the Student Senate. Secondary nomina- as they boarded the bus for Bates. It made the second of these rallies, held last attendance.
and clutched Macl3ride's aerial thrust in
Theodore %Vood in the title role gave the third period to
tions, which must be re-held according to was the first time in a long period that Friday night, even more colorful than
chalk up Maine's first
the election rules of the Student Senate, such a thing had been done, and Coach the first. Again a crowd of about four a good performance and was especially touchdown. Don Favor more titan held
will be held next Tuesday evening. The Fred Brice, in a very brief address as hundred turned out and cheered the mem- impressivoin the last scene. Agnes Crow- his own in a punting dual with John Alschedule of meetings appears elsewhere he climbed aboard, thanked the students bers of Maine's football team, sang the ley deserves much credit for the way she den and got off several distant boots.
for their support and promised that the "Football Song" and the "Stein Song," made a difficult part appear easy. Marin this issue.
George Cobb and Phil Parsons were
garet Snow gave a particularly good inAt the meeting of the Student Senate team would do its level best. When the and heard a short address by Faculty
the bulwarks of strength in the line and
terpretation
of
her part as a gum chewing
held in Rogers Hall on Tuesday evening team returned with the scalp of the Bates Maneger of Athletics Theodore S. Curtis.
chunky Morris Judd turned in the best
telephone operator.
of this week, President John 13. Quinn bobcat, everyone agreed that his promise Music by the Maine band helped.
perforniance of his career at the right
Those in the cast were: Bessie Green, guard berth. The
appointed a committee to investigate the
entire eleven exhibited
Margaret Snow '37; Henry, Jack Frost an impressive brand of
election rules, and propose what changes
ball in the last
'37; Sarah Becker, Agnes Crowley '35: two periods as it rode
it deems necessary. This action was takroughshod over
.% tall man, Almon Cooper '35; A stout
ANNOUNCE TIME
en as a result of the many illegalities
man, Ernest Foster '37; A postman.
statistics of time encounter definiteFOR SECONDARIES
:r•Ing the forenoon Saturday. there which occurred in the secondary nominaGeorge Weatherbee '37; Zedorah Chap- Co
this
year.
tions
The
committee
ly Tlibitlly'
telicate the superiority of the Briceis:
James
It: a field hockey game between alumman, Eleanor Briscoe '37; Goldie, Mabel Melt. Fifteen first
Secondary nominating meetdowns were obtained
an undergraduate team. At 12 Page. chairman, Sawyer Allen, Paul Y.W.C.A., M.C.A.,and Liberal Club
Robinson '34; Charles McFadden, Rob- by Maine to six fur
ings
of
the
Robbins,
senior,
and
Wilmot
Dow.
sophomore,
Colby, while seven
Alumni-FacSaturday noon, the
ert
Laverty
'37;
John
Tedesco, Stuart out of fourteen attempted forward passes
To Stage Unusual Affair
and freshman classes will be
President Quinn also appointed a com:— heon will take place in the new
Mosher '35; A bootblack, James Temple for a total of 95 yards were
held according to the followIn New Gymnasium
made by the
iaurn. President Harold S. Board- mittee to investigate logical changes in
'37; Regina Gordon, Ruth Libby '35; Black Bears with the
ing
schedule
on
Constitution
Student
next
the
of
Senate.
the
Tuesday
Mules completing
is to preside at this occasion.
Weinberg,
Charles
Leavitt '37; Arthur but two forwards in eleven tries.
An absolutely unique atTair will be held
evening at seven o'clock.
I.. Deering '12, president of the Maynard A. Hincks, Assistant Dean of
Sandler, Sanford Blake '37; Lillian Lain the memorial gynmasium on the afSeniors ..
Colby assumed an early lead of seven
22 Rogers
Association. will award the Alum- Men, will serve as adviser of this comRue, Frances Austin '37; An errand boy, points in the opening canto.
ternoon and evening of November eightSophomores
17
Winslow
the
John
which
members
mittee,
arc:
of
"Hank" DavBrann
:strvite Emblem. Governor
Ernest Saunders '36; Roy Darwin, James idson, who featured for the
Freshmen,
eenth. The M.C.A. the Y.W.C.A., and
11 Coburn
home train at
informal remarks and Dr. El- C. Wilson, chairman, John Venskus, and
Day '36; George Simon, Theodore Wood left end, recovered Littlehale's
the I.iberal Club will present the first
fumble on
, 7 ) .Nterrill '98 of New York City, one Donald Ring.
- —4 '35; Cora Simon, Dorothy Sawyer '35; Maine's 36 yard stripe. After three atThe secondary nominating meeting of World's Fair to ever take place on the
• ' VaH., 'i. most distinguished alumni, will
A
woman,
Alice McMullen '37; Another tempts at rushing proved futile,
the senior class was declared illegal on Maine campus. Time purpose is to ar4 ,•1 •
Alden
..,Idress.
woman, Bettina Sullivan '36; Lena Simon, heaved a long pass in the
student interest in international affa •
midst of a clus•
the forenoon of Saturday, the the ground that representatives etted for
Evelyn
Morrison
'37;
Peter
Malone,
Paul
ter of players and Butler and Favor atseven instead of five candidates for each The proceeds will be placed in a sink •
t ,uncil of the General Alumni
Langlois '34; Breitstein, Alfred Sweeney tempted to hatter the pigskin
committee. The meeting of the junior fund to bring the best available speak.
down. But
ettl))11 and the Board of Trustees of
'36; David Simon, William Whiting '37; just as it fell to the ground,
class was declared illegal because one on international relations to the Ma
the alert
iii ersity, will be in session.
, Enthusiasm for Maine to take another Harry Becker, I.ionel Desjardins '34; Davidson grabbed the hall on the five yard
I! c oncluding events of the Home- representative, claiming to be an off- campus.
Richard
Dwight, Stanley Cowin; Doro- marker where he was tackled. In
a rush
Nine countries will be represented— state series by a victory over Bowdoin
: Acek-end will be a Masque dance campus representative, was found to be
thy Dwight, Pauline Cowin; Francis through time line, Jim Peabody
men.
fraternity
representing
several
fumbled
China.
France,
Sweden.
Italy,
Russia,
•
on
Saturday
ly following the football game
will be at its height Friday Baird, William Maiming '36; A messenonly to have his teanunate, Paul Stiegler,
rity and fraternity functions in There were also secondary reasons for Germany, Japan, India. and Holland.
!light after the giant alumni-student rally ger boy, Gardner Grant '37; Grayfield,
recover the ball which had rolled over the
the illegality in this case.
The dance will be the last stag dance
us houses.
to be held in the new gymnasium. Fol- Forest Martin '37.
goal line, for the touchdown. Peabody';
representatives,
class
sophomore
The
to
be
held
in
the
Memorial
Gymnasium
nee in charge of this event is
placement kick was good.
senior class, voted for this year. An auction sale will be the lowing that rally the seas,imm's outstand!- Crowell '98. chairman; Ed- like those of the
Maine made several endeavors to reon committees. In special feature of time evening. The na- ing stag dance will be held in the gymKelley '90, Walter %V. Chad- too many candidates
nasium of Alumni Hall under the auspices
taliate in the first half, but each time
were
there
class
freshman
the
case
of
the
tions
will
display
their
exhibits
through•
-2,1. Theodore S. Curtis '23, and
v.lieti it seemed on its way to a touchdown,
several tie votes, and the representatives out the evening. What will he sold? of the Senior Skull Society.
• •. ,ti Rogers '30.
Music for the dance will be furnished
had left the meeting before the votes had Chinese tea. Japanese fixxl and novelties,
1 Colby staged a stubborn defense and foreHead Coach Fred Brice of the Univer- stalled any danger of being scored upon.
been counted, thereby making it impos- Swedish cookies and coffee, Italian leath- by Perky Reynolds and his Commanders,
/Met battering away at the Mule's line
sible to take a second vote on the candi- er, and Russian handicraft, secured from whose reputation at Maine is fix, well sity of Maine football team, in an interimporting houses in New York, arel established to need further comment. At view with a representative of the Campus in time third period, the Black Bears
dacies for which there were tics.
among the articles offered. A beautiful eight o'clock Perky and the boys will yesterday, stated that he was in favor of launched aim irresistible 46 yard march in
assortment of Japanese prints will be on begin to harmonize and will continue until two of the three major changes in football the closing minutes of the quarter to tally
II Magee, assistant professor of
rules concerned in the questionnaire being six points, when Dana Sidelinger recovexhibition. There will be booths for for- nearly midnight.
and sociology, and president
Treasurer and Mt-s. Frederick S. sent to New England football coaches by ered a Colby fumble. Macl3ride's pass
tune tellers. Hungarian gypsies and eninsurance company, was electtertainers, and a program of folk dances Youngs and Professor and Mrs. Benja- the National Collegiate Athletic Associ- to Parsons was g(xxf for thirteen yards
of the University Book Store
ation.
and Littlehale hit the center of the line
iinacis hi! tilt: and representations of famous internation- min C. Kent will serve as chaperons for
cadet
senior
Junior
and
at a meeting of the directors
1
The questionnaire sent out by William for ten yards in three tries. Favor heaved
(Continued
Page
Two)
the
on
dance.
.i.day. Professor Magee's elec- year 1933-34 have been announced by the
J. Bingham, Harvard Athletic Director, the pigskin to MacBride which accounted
• c• presidency of the corporation Military Department of the University.
and New England representative of the for seven yards and brought the ball to
Association, contained the following three the fourteen yard line. Then MacBride
election earlier Tuesday
They are as follows: Seniors—Frederquestions ccrncerning time recovery of faded back and shot a pass to Littlehale
member of the board of diick Black, Frank Blaisdell, Fred Bullock,
fumble;:
over the goal line for six points. A placeGagnon, Henry Gersoni, Armand
"Would you favor a return to the old ment kick by Favor went wide.
!ected to the board of directors Lorenzo
'•dessor Maurice D. Jones, of the Giguere, Leonard Hunt, Edward C. Jorrule allowing the kicking team to advance
The fourth period found Maine battling
.:11 of agricultural econumks: dan, Dana R. McNally, Ardon C. Mera legally recovered kicked hall either be- hard to surge ahead, and was finally rewill
!
rally
football
may be seated in special seats reserved
This year's biggest
hind or beyond the line of scrimmage?
1 Crossland, general alumni sec- cier, John 13. Quinn,
Rossing,
warded when the front wall hurried Albe held in the Memorial Gymnasium at 1 for them. All letter men are requested
,•A Robert N. Haskell, of Ban"Would you allow the defensive team den's kick from his five yard marker
Charles A. Sinclair, Albert J. Smith, John
to
wear
sweaters,
their
letter
and
be
ready
to advxnce a fumble recovered either in which sailed out of bounds on the 26 yard
6:30 sharp Friday night. Music, cheers,
. nting the alumni.
to attend the meeting of the "M" Club.
C. Wilson, Wcndell C. Ward, George W. ;
line. A rush by Favor picked up a yard
and short pep talks will be features of the , which will be held immediately after the the air or after striking the ground?
"Would you allow a recovered lateral and then loose-hipped MacBride reeled
POULSEN SUFFERS Warren.
program. along with h..° skits on the rally, at 7:45.
pass to be advanced regardless of whether off thirteen yards on a deceptive play. On
BROKEN LEG IN ACCIDENT Juniors—Earl Hill, Alvin L. Heald, Mainc-Bowdoin game The committee '
One of the skits to be presented will be it is recovered in the air or on the
Paul W. Bean, George L. Cobb, Lark O.
(Continued on Page Six)
special effort to put on by co-eds, and the other by men ground?"
l'uulsen, Sigma Chi, suffered Collins, Ralph L. Copeland. Harry II. in charge is making a
all students and as many alumni as students. Joe McCusker '17, author of
Coach Brice stated that he believed that
:eg Sunday when his motor- Day, John II. DeWitt. Richard V. Gaff- have
NOTICE
Into a ditch and turned over ney, Albert H. Galbraith, John S. Getch- possible present to give the team the the "University of Maine Band," and well the first two changes would be beneficial
known as a song leader, will be present to football, as they would provide more
• - Mount Hope cemetery. Poulsen, ell, Maurice K. Goddard, Ralph Hinckley. necessary pep to beat Bowdoin.
Who'll Make the First
thrill to the game for the spectators.
The committee has requested that all , to add to the pep of the affair,
•,• taken to the Eastern Maine Gen- Sidney Look, Stephen S. Marshall, DonTouchdown?
He is not in favor of the third change,
}: ; :tal in Bangor, was passing a ald J. Murphy, Vernon I. Packard, Wood- members of the varsity squad, the junior : The committee in charge consists of.
To the Maine Man Making the
• PParently lost his balance. His row E. Page. Ashton P Sawyer, Gridley varsity, and the freshman football squad Ted Curtis. chairman. Phil Jones, Blondie since he believes that it would be very First Touchdown, Bill Riley will
give free $5 worth of expert
went into a ditch and turned W. Tarbell, Clayton 0. Totman. Craig J. report in the hall beside the kitchen iit. Hincks. lion Corbett, Ed DeCourcy, detrimental to the offensive system of
football teams in general
Welch. W'alter A. White, Frank T. Wood. the new gym before 6:30. so that the!: Johnnie Quinn, and Don Huff.
:mg him beneath it.
cleaning and pressing

ILLEGALITIES FOUND
IN ALL NOMINATIONS

Rallies Awaken School Spirit

Large Crowds Turn Out To Send Team
To Bates, Colby, and Victory

to

WORLD'S FAIR TO BE HELD
ON CAMPUS NOVEMBER 18

Senior Skulls To Hold
Big Dance After Rally

Brice Gives Answers to
Bingham's Questions

Magee Elected Head of
University Store Co.

New R.O.T.C. Cadet
Officers Announced

Year's Biggest Rally Tomorrow Nite
In New Gym;Peppy Program Planned

I all1P141
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CHURCH NOTICE

Tije ftlae Campus

the MAIN

Pul:Oished Thursdays during the college yen,
by the students of the University of Mama
Illter.ia-Chief
associate Stiller
illaaagiag

NCDPUS

jambeI. DeCoarcy, '14
less 1. *Lisa, '34
Pliny G. Pendell, •JS

EA YEA and a couple of rah rahs....This freshman class sure has
got spirit.... As a matter of fact one member of the class had so much
whim
spirit that he crashes' the Colby rally on Friday
one distinguished speaker had finished an eloquent speech on the valiance of
the ‘Vhite Mule team, said freshman up and let out a bellow to the effect of
"Three Cheers for Maine".... When he came to he was out in the street
and suffering more or less from a black eye....That's spirit with a vengeance....0h for the hie of an initiatee, after seeing the Phi Kappa Sig boys
rowing boats on their own lawn....And there is a college in the United
States which has a code all its own.... When a co-ed wants a date, let's say
on Friday night, she wears a red dress during that day....Rather convenient, we should say, for those of the lads who are bashful about asking for
a date when there's a possibility that the lady of their dreams might already
have an engagement for that ',cuticula' evening.... It seems that Jimmy
Day has had a rather embarrassing part in the Masque play....Part of his
act is the osculation of an eleven year old girl....And then there's the story
of how Red Osgood told the ticket taker that the third man in back of him
had his ticket.... Red was admitted ami did the hundred in ten flat, so that
when the third man behind him was asked for Red's ticket, Red could not
be found,...Not a bad idea, but Bill Wells reports that it won't work at
the Maine-Bowduin game this week-end....These big police dogs that are
seeking a nigher education, sure make things more or less amusing for those
of us who are nut canines in getting our higher education.— A hut tip tells
us that Larry and his Bears have signed to play in a Nut House in tar
Harbor fur the summer....Everybody concerned is wondering what was in
the laundry cases of Bud Woods and a freshman which made them catch fire
in the rear of a car as the two were returning to college on Sunday night....
And they say that this Senior Skull Stag dance on Friday night in ALUMNI
Hall will be a most sensationally enjoyable time for everybody present....
We wonder if Mine Otis and Enoch Cooke make a habit of making girl,
walk honie from auto rides....Several members of the Masque play ca,t
found themselves in a rather inconvenient situation the other day w hen (lie)
were locked in the South Wing of Stevens Hall after a rehearsal....A most
amusing boxing match was staged on the front steps of Balentine the other
afternoon and attracted much attention from studiers in the library and inhabiters in Balentine....They also say that anyone who misses the big rall)
Friday night at 6:30 will be missing one of the high spots of this year a
Maine.... We have finally discovered what happens to extra press passe,
for social events, after attending the Masque play last night.
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Welcome Home, Alumni
ti.mecoming Week-end kgins tomor-

row, and the Campus joins the student
body in a harty "Welcome Home, Alumni!"
The students ui the University of Maine
appresiate the efforts of the alumni on
behalf of the University. They appreciate the fact that with the tasks of one's
personal hie and individual business, it
requires special interest and effort to do
things for one's Alma Mater. And Maine's
alumni have been aiding the University
for every hour must count. For some
and indirectly the undergraduates a great
students the demands of the professional
deal. This year, more than ever before,
school will have to be met, and their mawe have concrete evidence of the work of
jors will be largely determined by these
our alumni in the new Memorial Gymnademands. Teachers will want to be comsium Armory, which was dedicated last
petent in the subjects they expect to teach.
J un
.
e.
In order that the student body as a Every major student will want to know
"Welcome
Su once again we say,
whole may hate a clear understanding of something of the scope of his field, the
Hume!"
the recent changes in the College of Arts principles underlying the field, the historand Sciences, we are presenting a series ical development of the subject and its
of explanatory articles of which this is present status. He should also be master
These Rallies
the third.—Ed.
of a large amount of factual content in
NRA has hit the students of the UniBy Dean James Muilenburg
his field, and he should be able to interpret
versity of Maine and hit hard with a beneficial effect. Only this NRA means New
1Vith our shift in time for choosing a this factual content so that it has meaning
Rally Atmosphere, and Maine certainly major from the end of the freshman to , for him. This belongs to the very nature
, of his interest.
has it.
the end of the sop! omore year, the stress
But an interest is also expansive. It
For several years there have been critin the College of Arts and Sciences is
will range abroad through the whole curicisms, some of them rather bitter, contraining.
placed upon extensive
riculum, among the faculty, and among
cerning the lack of spirit on the part of definitely
Maine students. That these criticisms This change came about through careful the avenues of books in the library. It
are no longer true was proven by Maine observation of college men and women seems most unlikely that a real interest ;
students at the two pep rallies, one before past and present. It is in line with simi- would confine itself to a department.
.he Bates game and the other before the lar changes in other institutions. It is Therefore, no student need feel compelled
Colby game. Not only the attendance our answer to the challenge that contem- to confine himself in his major to the
hut also the actions and straining of vocal porary life with its varied obligations has limns of his department. Prospective
chords proved that there is still some laid upon us. Above all, perhaps, it was businessmen will surely take much work
demanded of us by the tremendous prob in economics, but they will reach out to
spirit left.
The acid test came last Friday. ft lems of leisure which are opening for us all the social sicences. Social workers will
was a cold, rainy night. Probably half • two doors, the one leading to utter col- avail themselves of courses in psychology
the college had gone either to Waterville lapse of our civilization, the other to and government as well as sociology. Fu
tatesmen—and let us hope student,
„
or home. Yet at 6:30, the time set for almost unique opportunity for racial prog- tur
will determine here and now to enter the
the rally, nearly four hundred students re's.
At the beginning of the third year in service of the state—will be interested in
turned out to give the Maine team a sendllege the student should enter his major I more than the course in history and govoff, knowing that that team had in it the
field of study, the period of intensive prep- ernment. All teachers will familiariz(
stuff to bring back a victory.
But as in the case of the NR.-, we must aration. His happiness and success in themselves with the division of studies
be careful. This spirit must not be al- this period will be largely determined by into which their subject falls, with the
lowed to lag. We must be sure that it the wisdom with which he has chosen his principles of psychology and the learning
does not have a relapse, because it has major. Now, we shall understand a major process, with literature and the social
been so sick that should it have a relapse best if we take our clue from human in- sciences. If to the latter we are giving
just now as it is rapidly gaining in health, terest. An interest is by nature dynamic I great emphasis, it is because the needs
and vital, something that kindles us and of the world today are chiefly in that
the chances of recovery svoold be slim.
The final rally of the year takes place drives us on. A major represents an in- sphere. If colleges are appointed to deal
t,in.rruss night. So let's everybody be terest; toe shall major it our interest. with Lying in the present and the future.
there prepared to cheer so that when we Once having discovered a real interest, they cannot dodge our critical
mon interest, the rest of our college porary problems.
leave we shall be unable to talk.
,areer should be comparative smooth sailLest the foregoing discussion !hoc th‘.
ing.
smack of the office about it, let rite hasten
There was a small fire in the basement
An interest will lead a student to in- to add that in almost every profession
of the Library Friday afternoon at 2.03 tensity study in a field. The last two toda there is less stress on specialization
p.m. Some papers had caught on fire_ years in college may be his only oppor- during the college years. Our best proThey were quickly extinguished when the (unity to prepare for a vocation. Every fessional sc.hools encourage a four years'
girls at the desk discovered it.
I course i-ost be selected with great care.
cour•e One could ,11,
,
te front

a

What Constitutes
A Major

Methodist Episcopal Church
and Wesley Foundation
Nov. 12
10:30 Morning Worship with sermon
for Armistice Day "Our Fight."
6:45 The Student Forum at the Wesley
House. "Are We Militarizing Our
Youth?" Rev. Stephen H. Fritchman,
Speaker.
7:45 Dr. J. W. Mahood, of Los Angeles,
will be the preacher at the evening service.

Fellowship Church
Sunday, November 12
Dr. Charles M. Sharpe will deliver the
last of the series on St. Paul, the special
theme being "St. Paul's Significance for
Modern Religion."
The Young People's Sunday Evening
Club will have a Russian evening. The
entire program will present Russian features, viz., Russian songs, Russian poems,
Russian eats, a Russian story, and Rus-

leaders in almost every field. I shall confine myself to medicine and law. The
report of the Commission on Medical
Education summarizes a lengthy discus...The tendency of medision as follows:
cal schools and regulatory bodies to define
the range and character of premedical
education is contrary to the spirit of real
education, which should be general and
not pre-professional in purpose. A sound
general education is of more value to
students of medicine than a narrow tech- ,
nical training in the premedical sciences."
The second statement is drawn from letters from the deans of two of the leading
law colleges in America. "The lawyer
should have the broadest and most liberal
education possible." This dean emphasizes the need for "disciplinary and cultural subjects" and warns against the
danger of vocational subjects. The second dean writes, "For the niost part, I
should not care very much what a student had studied provided he had had a
solid course and had learned how to study
an to employ language correctly."

World's Fair To Be Held on
sian costumes. A feature of the evening
will be the presence of a distinguished
Campus November 18
Russian statesman( ?), a member of the
(Coati/sued from Page One)
staff of Commissar Litvinoff( ?), it is ;
hoped, who will deliver a specially pre- al figures, including Hitler and
Ghandi.
pared address upon the mutual benefits
The co-chairmen e gCehliffeeoraldeLotandhitt
d:
which will accrue to the Russian and
American people upon the resumption of Beta Theta Pi, and Mildred Haney '34,
Pi.
i.
membe
r
o
iitle Omicron
friendly relations in the near future. All Alpha
members
the
students are cordially invited.
are: Lucinda Ripley '35, Kay %Voris).
The Rt. Rev. Benjamin Brewster, D.D., wood '36, Alice Campbell '36. The chair.
Bishop of Maine, has appointed the Rev. men of the different conunittees are:
China, Dorothy Romero '34; France,
John de B. Saunderson, Ph.D., Rector of
Fern
A Ei
h rs 14A;11en'34 Italy,
Dorothy
t
rot
son36.N;(( s.
be
Town,
to
Church,
Old
St. James'
Sweden,
RusChaplain for the Episcopal students, Uni- sia, Elizabeth Philbrook
'36; Germany,
versity of Maine. Dr. Sarderson will Lucinda Ripley '35; Agnes
Crowley '35;
be pleased to welcome all Episcopal stu- India, Gladys Colwell '36;
Holland, Jugs
dents to the services at Saint James' Wheeler '34; Publicity,
Cynthia Wasgatt
Church on Sundays.
'35; and Entertainment, Shirley Young.
SUNDAY SERVICES
ans.
Holy Co;nmunion ............
Hurrah! Penny Carnival is to be
Holy Communion and Sermon
January 6, 1934. Hurrah! Watch
10.30 a.m. (1st and 3rd) for further announcements!
.... .............
Matins and
10.30 a.m. (2nd and 4th)
Willard S. Caswell, former prtLitany and Sermon
of the Class of 1934, was a visitor
10.30 a.m. (5th Sunday) campus over the week-end.

ORONO
Fri., Nov. 10

"MORNING GLORY"
with
Katherine Hepburn, Fairbanks, Jr.
and Adolphe 'Menjou

HERE'S

nergY
FOR YOU!

Sat., Nov. 11

"PENTHOUSE"
with
Warner Baxter and Myrna Loy
Mon., Nov. 13

"THE GOOD
COMPANIONS"

Tues., Nov. 14

"PILGRIMAGE"
with
Marion Nixon,'iNorman
. Foster,
and all star cast
Wed.. Nov. 15

AVE you the energy it takes
to take things on the run?
Eat Shredded Wheat!
Just step into your favorite
campus eating place anywhere,
any time, and Shredded Wheat
will be waiting for you. Waiting to fill you with all the vital

H

elements found only in whole
wheat.,,the proteins, vitamins,
minerals, carbohydrates and
bran your body demands for
natural energy. For Shredded
Wheat is 100`-c whole wheat
with nothing added, nothing
taken away.
Order two ofthese golden
brown biscuits for your
next meal. They're ready
Irbea yea see N. cooked,
ready to eat. And
;4,cFalls so
Ike
pach,ge,'Or
real money-savers. Just
KNOW yea base
Seraded Whoa&
pour on plenty of milk or
cream and top with your
favorite fruit. An energy
food—something you'll
like—something you'll
keep on liking!

"YES MR. BROWN"
with
lack Buchanan and all star cast.
A sparkling farce comedy
Thurs., Nov. 16

"CHARLIE CHAN'S
GREATEST CASE"
with
Warner Oland. the original CHAN
and Heather Angel
Fri., Nov. 17
Special Return Engagement of

"COLLEGE HUMOR"
with
Bing Crosby, Jack Oakie. and
Richard Arlen.
Worth seeing again

THE VITALLY DIFFERENT FOOD

SHREDDED WHEAT
A product of NATIONAL BISCLIfT COMPANY "Unceda Bakers"

\

BANGOR PUBLIX THEATRES
iiims••••••mes•rmsimmomissmisisi
111

BANGOR

1

•

PARK THEATRE

--OPERA HOUSE-

hursday, Friday, Saturday
Nov. 9, 10, 11

BANGOR, MAINE
Thurs., Fri., Sat., Nov.9,10, 11

FIVE ACTS OF VAUDEVILLE

Friday, Saturday, Nov. 10, 11

MAE WEST
in "I'M NO ANGEL"
25#
to
o'clock

Come Up and Sec Her Sometime

Mon., Tues., Wed., Nov. 13, 14, 15

JEAN HARLOW
in "BOMBSHELL"
with Lee Tracy

Continuous Daily 1 30-10,30

•
•
•
II
• 1

25*
to
111
5
•
o'clock •

Cont.
daily
from
12.30
Mat.
& 150
Eve.

• H10 & 254

•
•
•
•
••
•
•
•
•

•

•
att••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••11

"FURY OF THE JUNGLE"
With Donald Cook. Peggy Shannon,
Alandine Hart, Dudley Digges

Monday, Tuesday, Nov. 13, 14

"THE WORST WOMAN IN PARIS"
With Adolphe Menjou. fienita Hume

Wednesday, Thursday, Nov. 15, 16

"LADY FOR A DAY
with ‘Varren William. May Robson. Guy Kibbee,
Ned Sparks. Glenda Farrell

One cc
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that a thin
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The men ir
tiers of the
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what they a
a custom whi
thirty years.

C. E. CROS
Alumni Sec

STRAND THEATRE

\ charming production based on
the novel by J. B. Priestley

Hon
Exis
Spec

On the Screen—
Talent
Show
Every
Tues,
Evening
Singing

"Ladies Must Love"
Daily—Mat. 2--Eve. 6.30 and 8.30
Saturday—Continuous from 130

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
Nov. 13, 14, 15

Dancing
Comedy

"Take A Chance
With
J sSIFS D(iNN, JUNE KNIGHT, LILLIAN
ROTH,
CLIFF EDWARDS

Get the
Bijou Habit

NEW BIJOU
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Homecoming Days In Brief
Existence Had Outstanding
Speakers, Were Big Success
One cool evening in September, 1931, a group of men held a meeting

on the University of Maine campus. The result of that meeting was to be
that a thirty year old custom of the University would be abandoned. It
would be abandoned because it no longer served the purpose for which it
was instituted. It had degenerated, and the men in that meeting were

Homecoming Schedule

Lincoln Colcord '07, co-author of the
• NEW HEADGEAR SPORTED
BY TAU EP AND SIGMA CHI Maine Stein Song, has written an article

Friday, November 10, 1933
Register—Alumni Hail—
.30 Athletic Rally—Alumni
Memorial
7:45 "Jr Club Meeting— Alumni
Memorial
. 8:00 Senior Skull Dance

Saturday, November 11, 1933
Register—Alimmi
10:00 Field Hockey—Girls'
Athletic Field
Alunume vs. Undergraduates
10 ix) Football—Junior Varsity vs.
Freshmen
(weather permitting—
Alumni Field)
12:00 Sharp
Alumni-Faculty Luncheon
Alumni Memorial
Dr. E. 1). Merrill '98,
Director. New York
Botanical Garden, Speaket
P.M.
2:00 Bowdoin-Maine Football
Game—Alumni Field
4:15 Tea Dance—by Maine
Masque—Alumni Hall

seriously concerned with the problem of how to improve the situation.
The men in that meeting were the members of the Alumni Council Executive
Committee, and they were discussing!
GEM AUTHORITY
what they could do about Maine Night,!
a custom which had been in operation for
thirty years. So they decided that begin- ,
ning in 1931 and
each succeeding
year there would
be a festive week- !
end to be known
as "Homecoming
Week-End." They
appointed a committee to work out
plans for the first
of these week-ends,!
which they hoped
pita! in Chicago.
would improve in
hr. Farrington. a graduate of the Uniquality and i nC. E. CROSSLA ND
versity of Maine. was an authority on
Alumni Secretary crease in populareems and minerals, and was a veteran cuity each year. The
rator of geology at Field Museum of Natcommittee
appointed
to
serve
on
the
men
ural History in Chicago as well as a lecwere: President Arthur L. Deering oi
the General Alumni Association; Robert
turer on mineralogy at the Universit)
R. Drummond, head of the department of
Chicago. He was a colalborator in org“
Executive Secretary
German; and
izing the mines and metallurgy exhibits at
Charles E. Crossland of the General
Paris exhibition in 1900, and a memthe
comexecutive
The
Association.
Alumni
ber of the international jury of awards
mittee showed mature judgment that night
at the St. Louis exposition in 1904.
in its selection of the men they chose to
start an important feature of college and
Ile was born in Brewer, Maine, in 1864.
post-college life at the University of
He received bachelor's and master's deMaine.
grees in science at the University
Maine, and a doctorate at Yale. Am •It was Saturday, November 7, 1931,
the honors conferred upon him were
when the first of the then new HopeDr. Cummings Farrington, 69, a brother
presidency of the American Association •
coming Days took place. It was a grand
of the late Wallace R. Farrington, former o
Museums,
ln Meteorites.i
the Society for Resex
affair, and parts of the exercises were
broadcast from the University over governor of the Hawaiian Islands, diedHe was a member
WLBZ of Bangor. The committee in November 2 at Billings Memorial Hos- Sigma Xi and Phi Beta Kappa.
charge of the celebration had spent a great
deal of time and effort in preparation, and
Dr. Robert H. Fernald '92 was the principal speaker at the luncheon that Saturday noon. President Harold S. Boardman presided.
Dr. Fernald was considered an excellent choice as speaker on that occasion,
because, in addition to being a nationally
known educator and engineer, he had recently been appointed dean of the Towne
Scientific School at the University of
Pennsylvania.
•A SUDDEN NERVE-RACKING owing upward Iron, a
Also at that luncheon Coaches Fred
racing auto into a hurtling plane...It's all in the
Brice and Chester Jenkins spoke, and
day's work for Mary Wiggins,famous stunt girl
Lrino Scott '31 led the group in singing.
who also dives on fire into fire and does the
After the luncheon the alumni attended
suspension glide in mid-air while hanging only
the final football game of the 1931 state
by her teeth. It means something when she says,
series in which Maine won the state
"Camels never give me edgy nerves even when
championship by a 20-0 score over BowI smoke a lot."
doin.
Last year the second annual Homecoming saw Maine again win its state series
game by a 6-0 victory over Colby. And
the event was colorful in another way last
year. The principal speaker at the luncheon was Louis J. Braun '98, who had recently been elected governor of the State
of Maine.
Also a dinner for "M" Club members
-was featured last year. The Intercollegiate Championship Cross Country team
of 1915, consisting of Roger Bell '16, Edmund J. Dempsey '17, Frank P. Preti '17,
Albert W. Wunderly '18, Roscoe H. Hymn' '18, and Philip N. Libby '18, was
honored at this first of the "M" Club banquets.
And now we are about to witness the
third annual Homecoming, which promises to be bigger and better in every way,
than those that have preceded it.

DR.O.C.FARRINGTON
EXPIRES IN CHICAGO

Two University of Maine fraternities
broke through that famous old synonym
of the "hatless collegian" when they appeared on campus last week sporting a
new type of headgear of the gayest of
hues and colors.
Tau Epsilon Phi came out first with a
hat that looked more like helmet, and
done in a gaudy lasendar and white.
Next was Sigma Chi whose color taste
favored a light blue and yellow. And
together they've captured the eye of the
campus.
Alfred Sweeney '36 received a dislocated right elbow and numerous abrasions
on both arms last Wednesday evening as
he attempted to jump oil a moving car
near the University library.
lk was treated by Dr. Hall of Orono,
who set the elbow back into position.
Although water on the arm has set in,
the injury is not regarded as being of
seriims nature.

which appeared in the first edition of Toddy, a new political magazine which is
being published by Vincent Astor and
edited by Raymond Moley, ex-member of
President Roosevelt's "brain trust." Mr.
Colcord's article deals with current economic and political problems. According
to an announcement in the magazine, Mr.
Colcord will be a regular contributor to
this latest political publication which will
be a weekly magazine.
Professor John 11. Magee of the department of Economics and Sociology, is
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193-34 will again be sold at the
close of the year next spring. Orders for these volumes, which will
he sold at a cost of $1.00, should be
made in the near future to any
member of the business department
the Campus.
Masque Play, Alumni Hall, This
%ening.

pointment for a photographic sitting.
rue photos of all students will
appear in the next issue of the
Prism. there is no cost or obligation to students in taking the sitting and the cooperation of all is

Tickets for the Senior Skull
Attend the giant pep rally tomorrow night in the Memorial Stag Dance can be obtained from
any member of the society.
Gym at 6:30.

Hunting Togs
10" Leather Tops
12"
"
o"

$2.48
$2.98
$3.95

Ask to see our all rubber
wool-lined hunting shoe—
Light-Durable--Comfortable
Also same bottom with
Waterproof Leather Tops
Hunting Caps
All Wool Sox
Heavy All Wool Sox

79c
39e
45e

good kick ,Maine
beat

Bowdoin

Extra Heavy All Wool Sox
A Good 90c Value at 65'

HUNTING COATS and
BREECHES at Right Prices

GOLDSMITH'S

BANGOR

10 NItu. Sr., °RON,
Next to Post Office

TO BE
AMERICA'S GREATEST
STUNT GIRL

JOE: I'm so glad to see you, Sue. Were
you nervous during your first flight
SUE: Not a bit. I smoked Camels all the
way, and I never felt better! I
haven't worried about nerves since
I took your advice and changed to
Camels.

ELIGIBLE FOR FROSH CUP

Bound volumes of the Campuses
published during the school year

of Stevens Hall to make an ap-

ing their proofs wish additional
photos finished for personal use.

NOTICE

27 SECONDARY SCHOOLS

Twenty-seven Maine secondary schools
were made eligible for competition in the
annual University of Maine freshman
scholarship contest, according to announcement made this week. The first
scholarship award was made in 1931 to
Fort Kent. In 1932 it went to Deering,
and in 1933 to Boothbay Harbor.
Schools eligible are: Auburn (Edward
Little); Augusta (Cony); Bangor; John
Ilapst; Bar Harbor; Bath; Brewer;
Brunswick; Charleston (Hisgins Classical Institute); Dexter; Ellsworth; Guilford; Hebron Academy; Houlton (Ricker
Classical Institute); Kents Hill; Mars
Hill (Aroostook Central Institute) ;
Milo; North Bridgton (Bridgton Acad"TV): Old Town; Orono; Portland
Deering); Portland High; Presque
Isle; Thomaston; Rockland; South Portland; Vaccalboro (Oak Grove Seminary).

It is imperative that all students,
whether senior, junior, sophomore,
or freshman, both those living off
campus and those on the campus
who ha‘e not yet made appointments, call immediately at the studio on the third floor, north wing

the author of an article published in the
October issue of the s'ciesitific 21fonthly
entitled "Pathological Arson" which requested.
treats the problem of abnormally motiSpecial school rates have been
vated fire setting.
arranged for those who after see-

IT TAKES HEALTHY NERVES

y in whole
s, vitamins,

PRISM NOTICE

A
MATCHLESS
BLEND

LISTEN TO MARY WIGGINS, greatest

3. J

ronv.ir,
Tabs. a, CainDRRY

of all girl stunt performers, as she
tells of her discovery that one cigarette is different from the others!
She says:
"I have to be sure my nerves are
healthy to do my stunts, changing
from it speeding auto to a plane, the
high dive on fir into fire, wing walking while up in a plane, and the
high-altitude parachute jump. As to

smoking, I've found that Camels don't
interfere with healthy nerves. I've
tried all the brands. Camels are
milder and better in flavor. They do
not give me edgy nerves even when I
am smoking a lot."
You'll like that rich Camel flavor and
mildness. And your nerves will tell
you the difference there is in Camel's
costlier tobaccos.

CAM ECS COSTLIER TOBACCOS
NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES...NEVER TIRE YOUR TASTE
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COLLEGIATE AIR

Rain Capes
Bass Mocca

Elk—Bro

3.95 to $4.;
We Have Purchased the Entire Stock of the

Pep up

MAINE

The Old t_Maine

GOLD

SUTTON'S
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Take advantage of this Sale

Men and Women
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AT OUR FOUNTAIN

Ankle Sox

WOOD and EWER CO.

The System Co.
98 Main St.,
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THE MAINE CAMPUS
ANNOUNCE 3IARRL4GE OF ..Si.FIATED RECENTLY
Although Alumni Hall was not filled
The first of the student Sap Wit'
FORMER MAINE STUDENT
BY CONTRIBUTORY CLUB to capa(ity last Friday evening. neverthe- sored by W.S.G.A. and Student Sesame

SOCIETY

CORN
FLAKES

"Ett-

.4

IN

m

rERY

•ca dance in Alumni Hall will be KAPPA SIGMA GIVES FALL
INFORMAL HOUSE PARTY
red by the Student Senate immediing the Bowdoin-Maine game
Kappa Sigma fraternity opened their
,fternoon. An admission charge house for the
fall informal, Friday No%111 be made, and Larry Miller's ,
vember
3.
NVith
Perley Reynolds'"Com-tra will furnish the music for the
manders" for the music, and with a large
pr,ceeds of the affair will be added number of guests it was a gay arta sucStudent Senate Loan Fund, begun cessful party.
year- ago and continued last year.
Patrons and patronesses were Mrs.
Annie Webster, Dean and Mrs. L. S.
/IRTEEN MATH MAJORS
Corbett and Mr. and Mrs. James MorePLEI)GED TO HONORARY
land. The committee in charge were
were
mathematics
majors
-teen
. to Sigma Delta Zeta, local hon- Vernon Murray, John Sealy, and Roger
.. mahernatics fraternity, at a meetthe club in Stevens Hall yesterday.
for the ensuing year were also PI BETA PHI ANNEX STAGES
1
The officers: president, WilSIX COUPLE VIC PARTY
l'ronovost ; vice-president, Evelyn
The Phi Gamma Delta's entertained
rt; secretary-treasurer, Mildred six couples at a vie party Friday evening,
aril; and faculty adviser, Warren S. November 3, which Warren H. Bliss
chaperoned.
new members are: George Fitch,
r Grinnell, Robert Hinckley, EveAlfred Rottenberg and Lester Meyer,
albert Doris Lawrence, Nathan both sophomores, flew by plane from BosThomas Morse, Wilbert Prono- ton to Bangor on Sunday after a weekCharles Towle, Beryl end at home in Brookline, Mass.
dip
r. Mildred Willard, and Minnie •

Announcement was made Tuesday afHallowe'en was the night chosen by less a great many students enjoyed the was held Wednesday night at 7.30 on
ternoon of the marriage of Carl A. Brooks ' the members of the Contributor's Club to l'ale Blue Key stag
dance, at which Larry Winslow steps. Ed DeCourcy, Carl Inof Columbia Falls, a graduate of the initiate six pledges, Margaret Asnip. Miller's Bears furnished good music for
graham, and Cliff Ladd led the singing.
University of Maine in the class of 1931 Janet Brown Elizabeth Gifford, Mrs three and a half hours. t_oach and Mrs. Popular numbers, as well as favorite
to Barbara L. Spurling of Calais on June Joyce Stevens, Hope Whitman, amid Chester Jenkins, Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Univ*rsity of Maine songs and old songs,
Curtis, chaperons, as well as the students,
2U last at Bar Harbor. Mr. Brooks was, Thomas Churchill.
are still debating who was the "Forgot- were among those selected. These Sings
a membe; of Tau Beta Pi and Phi Kappa
ten Man"!
are planned for once a month.
Phi while at Maine.
The newly organized Women's Forum
Mr. W. Ellis Davies gave a lecture %%ill meet Thursday, Nov. In, in the stuFriday afternoon in the south wing of dents' room in the basement of Stevens,
Stevens Hall. The topic was "Angel north wing. The group has a very inPavement and Its Reformers." The con- formal discussion of some problem of
elusion which Mr. Davies reached from campus interest at each meeting. The
the study he made of J. B. Priestley's subject for this meeting will be announced
Probably the largest inen's shop east of Boston
purpose in his novel "Angel Pavement" next week.
was that unless the good are as vigorousThere have been very interesting disTHREE IMPORTANT FEATURES
ly good as the bad are vigorously bad, we ,ussions at past meetings and the group
all will live lives as drab and pointless as shows signs of increasing in size. MeetI. The best standard, well known lines
the lives of the people who lived on Angel ings will be held the third Thursday in
2. Tremendous assortments in every line
Pavement. At the end of the speech Mr. each month, unless a change of date is
3. Values challenge all comparison
Davies read three selections from the announced. Freshman girls have special
book.
permission front W.S.G.A. to stay until
Exclusive Agents in Bangor for
the end of the meetings.
On October 25, Professor Charles H.
HART SCHAFFNER AND MARX CLOTHES
Merchant, of the Department of AgriculDr., J. Franklin Witter. Animal Path
MIDDISHADE SUITS
tural Economics and Farm Management, ologist in the Department of Animal In
KNAPP-FELT HATS
a
paspoke at a combined meeting of the Rotary dustry at the University, presented
MANHATTAN and CAPE COD SHIRTS
Club and Grange at Houlton. The sub- per on "Parasitic Diseases of Horses" at
ject of his talk was "Why Should the the annual meeting of the New England
and other dependable furnishings
Consumer be Interested in the Farmers' Veterinary Medical Association, held in
Ii ton, November 6 and 7.
Problems?"

FREESE'S MEN'S SHOPS

.1tildren, that was not somebody
urdered over at the M.C.A. buildday night. That was merely
Adeline" sung as only an irrer: group of freshmen and a few
I upperclassmen can at the first
of the year.
111 seven to eight, all those present
'41 college songs until their throats
,re and then sat back and listened
e Betty Sullivan '36 sang several old
rites.
!DI then to put the final touch on the
Jack Frost '37, entertained the
vith a sparkling tap dance.

NC
T. P. VICTROLA SUFFERS
AT SAT. NIGHT PARTY
hat music you heard coming out of
Delta Tau house last Saturday night
• evidence that a vie party was in
-,--s and that their victrola was being
at some more.
\bout nine couples were present and
Shea chaperoned.

SERVICE AND CHIFFON
HOSIERY

AIR

All the New Shades
i1.00 Grade at
790
Rain Capes
79e
Bass Moccasin Sport Oxfords
Elk—Brown—Two Tone

$3.45
All Colors 35e

$3.95 to $4.50 Value
Ankle Sox

CC

O.
GOLDSMITH'S
Next to Post Office

INSURING FINE TOBACCO FOR
lour search ends

with

TRUMP!

If you've been looking
for a shirt that does you
credit every time you w ear
it — if you've searched
for a shirt that stays its
right size forever—let us
show you Arrow's TRUMP
• • • the shirt that's
Sanforized -Shrunk! In
white, stripes, and plain
colors.

9.95

i/o;'

VIRGIE'S
ORONO

c4+
Not many smokers have seen a fine tobacco plant in full
bloom,so we show you this picture. Only a few of these
fine plants are permitted to flower and to produce seed.
These carefully selected seeds reproduce the following
year the "Cream of the Crop" for your Lucky Strike, for
tobacco must be grown from seed each year. This careful
breeding of fine tobaccos explains why Luckies maintain
the same fine, uniform quality from year to year—so
round and firm and fully packed—free from loose ends.

ALWAYS thefincs//ohm-cos

ALICIVS lhcfres/ ow-hmanship
ALicurs hichiespftwsci

its toasted"
FOR THROAT PROM('110\-1OR BETTER TASTE

THE MAINE CAMPUS

BRICE MAY CHANGE
OFFENSIVE SYSTEM
FOR SOFT GRIDIRON

Debating

OLD TOWN HIGH HARRIERS
NOSE OUT FROSH, 28-29

The Old Town cross country team deThere will be an Alumnae-Undergra 4
feated the Freshman "A" squad to the
tune of 28-29 amid a snow storm on the ate hockey game at 10:00 ant. Saturday.
A Pale Blue state champion cross cumfreshman course last Tuesday afternoon. Excitement is guaranteed as many of
John C. Willey, president of the Maine
Spinney of Old Town easily won the three the class of '33 and others will be back. try team will be entered in the 21st anmile event in the slow time of 17 nUnutes Among them are Polly Brown, Verrita nual race sponsored by the New England Masque, spoke as a part of the Compio
and 58 seconds. Spinney was the individ- , Dunn. Dixie Dixon, Marine Smith and Intercollegiate Cross Country Athletic weekly radio broadcast over
NVith prospects of a soggy gridiron for
station
ual winner of the interscholastics held Doris Richardson.
the Bowdoin-Maine football dash SaturAssociation at Franklin Park, Boston, WLBZ of Bangor at 6:45 Tuesday night.
BERG
BOB
By
Coach
Field,
Alumni
morning.
here last Saturday
day afternoon on
These players had an undefeated team Monday, November 13. Thirteen New His talk concerned the
presentation of
Fred !trice has been forced to change to
The order of the finish was as follows: last year and filled a majority of the England colleges
something radically strong ocUnless
be represented.
Count-eller-at-Laze
which
was gisen by
some extent the Maine offensive.
1. Spinney, Old Town; 2. Sawyer, Old positions on the All Maine team. The
Previous performances of the Maine the Masque last night, and is being
curs, the final tilt of football season for
preTown; 3. Ilunnewell. Maine; 4. Corbett, opposing team has not been picked but
For the past two days, practices have
Bears with the Polar Bears of Maine; 5. Gatti, Maine; 6, Cook, Old there is plenty of material, causing much aggregation show promises of a closely sented again tonight.
been held inside the Armory, with much the Black
fought
race
Pale
Blue
team
between the
stress being placed upon blocking, and Bowdoin has all the earmarks of being Town; 7. Board way, Old Town; 8. excitement and competition in the Maine and New Hampshire,
last year's champindividual attention being given to the a humdinger. A win or even a tie for Webb, Maine; 9. Dalut. Maine; 10. Shaw, hockey world at present.
inns. The Wildcat harriers barely nosed
player.
outcome
of
the
each
regardless
of
the
Maine;
II.
Heald,
Maine;
12.
Sapiro,
of
Maine,
faults
out the Maine plodders by a one point
DANCE PROGRAMS
Maine Takes Series Lead by 18-7 margin in a dual meet at the Orono instiBlackboard drills have been held in the Colby-Bates encounter, will enable Coach Old Town.
out
charges
to
carry
pointing
"Foxy"
Brice's
Fred
Brice
Coach
Defeat
of
Colby
Itith
The
freshman
team
evenings,
above will also be
tution last month. Ken Black, state
(Continued from Page One)
the mistakes made in the Colby game, off the Pine Tree State crown for the the team to represent the Pale Blue frosh
champion cross country runner, garnered
three attempts, Littlehale plowed his way
third consecutive year. Incidentally, the at the N.E.I C.A A.
and changing various plays.
third place in the New Englands last
22 State St., Bangor
for eight yards and with twelve yards
A soggy gridiron will be a huge detri- Stein Song gridders have been victors in
year to give Maine a third place in the
deceptive
past
three
to
go,
battle
for
the
Butler
shot
state
series
off
left
every
tackle to catch meet.
ment to the Maine team, as the
NOTICE
Ernie Black, Ken's twin brother,
Colby unaware for a score. Again Fatype of football played by the Black Bear years thus far.
has shown himself to be on the par with
surplaying
vor's
placement
fast
failed.
hard,
a
requires
eleven
Persons wishing to work in the
him. He finished the state meet at his
When the referee chirps on his whistle business department of The Maine
A couple of minutes later, Littlehale brother's heels and tied with him in the
face. Moreover, with the exception of
BROCKWAY'S
the two ends. Maine's entire line is out- for festivities to commence, it will mark Review are asked to communicate intercepted a pass on Colby's 40-yard New Hampshire race.
the 36th gridiron struggle between these with either Professor R. B. Levin- marker. Macliride raced eleven yards
weighed by that of Bowdon(
PLOWER
SHOP
Competing with the Black brothers in
To offset this disadvantage, however, two traditional football rivals. In the son or James DeCourcy.
and after rushes by Littlehale, Butler
Central Street
15
this
meet
will
be
Joe
Marsh,
Bob
Wisreports from Bowdoin indicate that the matter of games won, the Black Bears
sprinted through right guard for the final
BANGOR, MAINE
hart, Harry Saunders. and Frank Morong
visiting team is in its worst condition of have been on top 20 times to 11 times for
score on a thirteen yard run.
DiECOiaell to U. of M. Students
all
of
whom
were
members
of
the
chamin
ended
in
engaged
in
close
received
Polar
Bears
while
4
frays
the
contests
and,
contrary
the year, through the injuries
The summary:
pionship squad. Don Corbett will replace
ties. The first game was played in 1896 to most teams, have not had one easy
the Bowdoin-Bates encounter.
COLBY
(7)
MAINE (18)
Coach Bowser of the Polar Bear eleven and since Coach Brice came to Orono in game. Consequently, the team has been
will place the greater portion of his hopes 1921, his elevens have turned back Bow- on edge every minute and it has been Davidson ( Paganucci), le....re, Parsons
rt, Files
in the final game of the state series upon doin 9 times and have been deadlocked pretty hard for Coach Brice to keep up Dow, It
Bill Soule, a 155 pound halfback. Soule twice with the Brunswickians garnering the fighting spirit and high pitch of the Putnam, Ig....rg, Bessom (Reese, Judd)
c Cobb
is considered by Bowser as the find of but two struggles. Not a had record at eleven. Nevertheless, the Black Bears Lary (O'Donnell), c
1g, Davis (Hill)
have shown themselves to be imbued with Stiegler, rg
the year at Bowdoin, and his remarkable all, eh, what?
spirit which has brought joy to Coach Stone (Johnson), rt It, Sidelinger (Rice)
punting and pre-touchdown run in last
One of the largest advance sales of Brice and followers of the team. In both R. Peabody (Raymond, McLeod), re
week's game brought him into the series
le Aldrich (O'Connell)
tickets in years has been made for the the Bates and Colby games, Maine took
lime-light.
Alumni and Friends
qb, Favor
game on Saturday and there is no reason it on the chin in the first halves only to Hucke (Sutherland), qb
A.
Peabody,
Ihb...rhb,
Butler
why
the
spectators
will
not
be
treated
to
come
(Higgins)
back
with
a
"never-say-die" spirit
MOTION PICTURES SHOWN
AT MAINE OUTING CLUB a great tussle. Before the football season to stage spectacular comebacks and win NV. Peabody (Beach), rhb
WELCOME BACK
lhb, MacBride (Honer)
started in the state, Bowdoin was selected the two contests.
Alden
the
(Rancourt),
fh
activities
of
by
all
the
sports
scribes
to
win
the
Pine
fb,
Littlehale
of
Moving pictures
Periods
1
2
3
4...
A great deal will depend upon the
Dartmouth and Bates outing clubs were Tree championship with ease as it was
0
0
6 12-1:'
shostn by Ted Curtis, faculty manager of supposed to have by far the best team weather conditions since Maine must have Maine
7
0
0
0— ;
athletics, at the Maine Outing Club meet- among the four Maine colleges. Yet, al- a dry field to have its offense clicking Colby
ing at 33 Winslow Hall last Thursday though the Polar Bears have failed to effectively because the whole attack is
Touchdowns—Stiegler, Littlehale. But
live tip to predictions, they comprise a built around deception. I look for the ler, 2. Points after touchdown—A. Pea
evening.
Two reels were shown from Dartmouth, powerful outfit and the Bricemen are go- Black Bears to come through with a vic- body. Referee—P. N. Swaffield (Brown
place of pleasant memories
tory and with fairly good weather condi- Umpire—W. S. Connell (Tufts). Headone of the Moosilauke ski trip, the other ing to have a busy afternoon.
For the Black Bears, the battle will tions existing, I'd say Maine by two linesman—W. E. O'Connell (Portland).
of the Mount Washington trip. The
Dartmouth pictures also included instruc- be a crucial one. All season they have touchdowns.
Field judge—J. E. Burke (Boston Coltive films on skiing by one of the Dartmouth winter sports coaches, The Bates
Outing Club pictures showed a canoe trip,
two fishing trips, and the winter carnival.

ENTER MEET AT HUB

SPORT
SPIELS

BACON PRINTING CO.

Maine Will Win

FARNSWORTH'S CAFE

Maine Must Win
Pep up
your appearance
hisist on the best

"When I think of milder cigarettes nowadays. I always think of
Chesterfields.
"Because Chesterfields are milder.
They've got plenty oftaste and aroma
to them but they've got mildness too!
"I smoke Chesterfields all day long

(leaning, Pressing, and
Tailoring on the campus

Bill Riley
QUALITY CLEANSE&
t633

Torn

Coach Jenkins, a freshman team wiii
also be entered. Members of the 193;
squad will be Hunnewell, Corbett, Gatti,
Webb, Shaw, Dalot, and Heald.

—when I'm working and when I'm
not, and there's no time when a
Chesterfield doesn't taste milder
and better.
"I'll put in a good word any time
for a cigarette like Chesterfields—
they're mild and yet they Satisfy."

Bangor

Quaker StagesDirect Express Service
from Campus
to
Portsmouth, Boston, and
all points
see
(...VI. F. IN,RAIIANI, '35
(hi House

Ni
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•Don't let "recurring
Pains ruin your day and dem., you of tout
normal actiiiity. non'ttalotthantet of flunking
(ta1114. Banish tut h paint with Kalmt tablets.
Headache., neuralgia, backache, cramps, and
othyr lotali,ed pains are promptly and effec•
titely relor‘ed by a small dotage IS alma,de•el.
tired by Johnson & Johnson, are tale. They
are not habit,forming, do not allect digesnon
or heart action. Your druggist hat Kilian in
yorte•sue bones of 12 tablets.
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the cigarette that's MILDER
the cigarette that TASTES BETTER
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